Abstract
The aims of this article were to assess the functional capacity and language in elderly in Manaus/AM, Brazil. It is a cross-sectional study conducted from August to December 2013, with 646 interviewed aged 60 or more. This evaluation was based on the validated analytical tools, namely, activities of daily living (ADL) and Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE). Descriptive analysis was performed using central tendency and dispersion measures for continuous variables and frequency distributions for categorical variables and the prevalence of self-reported language disorders was estimated. To verify the presence of statistically significant differences it was used Fisher’s exact test, odds ratio (OR) and binary logistic regression, considering the significance level of 5% (p≤0.05). The logistic regression model noted that the chance of the elderly present the altered language is 31% higher if illiterate. Being female increases the chance by 85%. Being dependent for ADL increases by 239% chance of having a result of changed language, and with change in MMSE results, provides an opportunity to be increased by more than 30 times. Significant results were found when correlated the outcomes studied. Low MMSE score was associated with increased risk of incident disability in ADLs.
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Introduction
Population ageing describes the changes in the age structure, thus is an inevitable effect of so-called demographic revolution in which there has been a shift from extensive to intensive demographic reproductions, characterized by low birth and death rates respectively to prolonging human life [1,2]. This process has been occurring in a very rapid and progressive way, especially in the developing countries, in which Brazil fits in [3,4].

It is estimated that, in 2025, Brazil will be the sixth country in the world regarding the number of elderly. In the Northern Region, this index is still the lowest in relation to the other country regions; however, it has been increasing over the years [5].

Brazil, despite significant advances, is still a country with great social inequalities. During the course of life, the Brazilian elderly witnessed a country with a great social contradictions [6] which characterizes this group as vulnerable to social determinants of health.

The Brazilian population is aging without the necessary political and social interventions for a better quality of life, since faced with an economic crisis such age group is susceptible to acquire diseases, not having access to preventive measures, nor even to treatment. With the increase in the number of elderly people and the prolongation of life expectancy, concern about functional capacity has been increasing in several areas [7]. In order to know the degree of independence or dependence in elderly, it is necessary to perform a functional evaluation, which is usually performed through the evaluation of Daily Life Activities performance. This evaluation is relevant and, being directly associated with indicators of quality of life in the elderly [8].

In addition, communication is very important for the human being, at any age, because through it we can carry out social and affective interaction [9]. For this, we make use of language. However, studies on language in the senescence area, in general, describe the diseases and their sequels, being recent studies with healthy elderly people [10,11]. According to Garcia and Mansur [11] the evaluation of the language of healthy elderly people has shown that when there is decline, it is not similar, because some factors remain preserved and others change.

Population-based epidemiological studies, that is, those studies that investigate the living conditions in the elderly provide basic information for public health, but are still rare in Brazil, especially in the North and Northeast regions [12,13]. These studies, in order to know the epidemiological problems for this population, provide an opportunity to increase knowledge about health problems and, thus, to allow the distribution of risk factors and people’s understanding of their health status [10].

It is in this context that analyzing the relationship between functional capacity and language become essential to determine the conditions of life and health of the elderly, subsidizing the effectiveness and efficiency of the interventions proposed in the elderly, fundamental aspects for a good quality of life on this group. In view of the above, this study aims to analyze the correlation between functional capacity and language of elderly residents in the Manaus community / AM.
Discussion

The present research reveals that the majority of elderly surveyed were independent (96%) in ADL. However, it is not possible to generalize the data obtained to an entire elderly population because the research was performed with healthy one. Studies on functional capacity with institutionalized elderly indicate a greater dependence on elderly people living in households Karsch [14] observed independence in 41.6% (n = 52), partial dependence in 15.2% (n = 19), and total dependency in 43.2% (n = 54). Dias et al. (2015) identified 40% of elderly dependent in their study, with a moderate correlation between functional capacity and low income.

The functional capacity in the elderly affects an important indicator in the degree of independence, as well as the need for preventive measures, fundamental in the actions of health promotion, which abbreviate the mechanisms that affect the decline of the elderly's ability to perform the different daily physical and mental functions. Consequently, the limitations, dependence/independence, adaptations in the accomplishment of many activities by the elderly can result from the aging process or the appearance/evolution of chronic-degenerative diseases.

In relation to the demographic variables, the research brings results compatible with other studies related to aging. The prevalent age group of 60-64 years, female predominance, race/white color, marital status with higher number of married couples followed by widows [15].

Mello & Barbosa [16] when doing a systematic review of Brazilian investigations that used the MEEM, found 74 articles that applied the instrument in the elderly. The authors concluded that the MMSE remains the instrument of screening of the most used cognitive status in this population.

Cognitive decline is related to different biopsychosocial variables in the elderly [17]. A factor that contributes substantially to the differences in the performance of cognitive tests in several populations is schooling [16,18]. The relationship between schooling and dementia is presented in a complex way in the literature. The number of years of study has been considered both as a factor of neuronal protection and as an element of diagnostic confusion, since the performance of individuals tested with cognitive assessment instruments is strongly influenced by schooling [19,20]. According to Converso & Iartielli [21] the MEEM specificity and sensitivity is limited when the test is applied in populations with little or no formal schooling. In fact, in the detection of dementia in adults with good schooling, this instrument has the sensitivity and confidence measures of 92% to 100% [22].

In order to verify the association between functional capacity, language, sex and schooling, crosses between these variables were performed. In the relationship between schooling and language, 33.0% of the illiterate elderly presented alteration, which was partially compatible with the study of Lenardt et al. [23] where the association between the fragility syndrome and the cognitive performance of 737 elderly individuals was analyzed, showing that the highest prevalence of low performance in the MMSE were observed among elderly, low-educated, female individuals.

The authors also pointed out lower performance of the illiterate elderly women, who presented the lowest scores (less than 13 and between 13 and 17 points). In the evaluation of the relationship between sex and the MMSE, 24.2% of males and 17.5% of females had altered results, noting that cognitive loss was more prevalent in males than females.

Freitas et al. [24] observed a correspondence between functional capacity and language. In the present study, 11.3% of elderly individuals who had dependence on ADLs also presented language alterations. The chance of the elderly presenting the language changed is 31% higher if he is illiterate and being female increases the chance by 85%. Being dependent for ADL increases by 239% the chance of having altered language outcome and presenting change in MMSE outcome has the same chance increased by more than 30 times. These results point to a link between these two variables, indicating that if an elderly person presents changes in the performance of their ADLs, they may also suffer from language changes and vice versa.

Massi et al. [25] carried out a study on language and aging, whose objective was to analyze the effects that practices of autobiographical writing developed by elderly subjects can generate in their autonomy and well-being. They affirm that a speech-language work aimed at increasing literacy practices, focused on autobiographical reports, can meet the principles and proposals of healthy public policies aimed at the aging population, insofar as it promotes the autonomy and active participation of the elderly in the community, increasing the chances of experiencing healthy and successful aging.

Conclusion

Through the analysis of the functional capacity and the language of the elderly in Manaus community, it was possible to identify aspects relevant to the quality of life of these individuals with regard to their independence and effective communication. The study pointed out that being dependent for ADL increases the chance of language difficulties by 239%. Considering that these aspects interfere in the quality of life, the development of strategies and actions, in the attempt to interfere in the individual lifestyle, has the potential to promote health, life preservation and recovery of diseases, so that such actions are reflected in the performance, in maintaining autonomy and independence of the elderly.

Given the social, economic and health impact, these results suggest the need to develop effective intervention programs to delay or prevent the onset of cognitive impairment in the elderly. It is worth highlighting the need for studies with larger population samples in the northern region, in order to find statistical relevance of the data and thus to be able to plan and improve the attendance to the needs and problems resulting from aging.
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